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Excerpt from the declaration of independence worksheet

Copyright 2020 American Social History Productions, Inc. ABOUT TERMS of USE and PERMISSIONS Contact Credits Printed materials, teacher manuals and more. How to place an order Let us know how the curriculum works in your class and send us fixes or suggestions to improve it. Leave feedback CcS Standards
discussed in this lesson are:RL.4.1: See the details and examples in the text when explicitly explaining what the text says and drawing indentes from the text. RI.4.1: See the details and examples in the text when explaining what the text explicitly says and drawing indentes from the text. RI.4.4: In a text about a 4th grade
subject or subject field, select the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or phrases. SL.4.1: Effectively enter into various collaborative discussions with different partners (in groups and teacher-led) on 4th grade subjects and texts, developing other people's ideas and expressing their own opinions
openly. SL.4.6: Contexts requiring formal English (e.g., presentation of ideas) and situations where informal discourse is appropriate (e.g. small group discussion); use official English when appropriate for the task and situation. L.4.4: Set or clarify the meaning of unknown and multi-meaningful words and phrases based
on grade 4 reading and content, and choose flexibly from a variety of inter-strategy. I can read up close an excerpt of the Declaration of Independence to re-express it in my own words. (RL.4.1, RL.4.3, RI.4.1, RI.4.4, SL.4.1a, L.4.4) I can link a quote of the Declaration of Independence with the views of the characters in
Divided Allegiance. (RI.4.1, RL.4.1) I can follow the norms of discussion to participate in a productive discussion about the views of the characters in Divided Allegiances. (SL.4.1) Closing Note-catcher: Declaration of Independence Excerpt, Chapter I (RL.4.1, RL.4.3, RI.4.1, RI.4.4, SL.4.1a, L.4.4)Discussion Notes
(SL.4.1c, SL.4.1d) Match students for close reading with at least one strong reader per strategic pair. Strategically, it groups students as heterogeneous for discussions, leaving couples in close reading. There must be four or five students in each group. Try to get a even number of groups so that groups can match to
observe each other and provide feedback during the discussion. Review the Fishbowl protocol (see <a0><a1>Fishbowl</a1><a2> Class Protocols). Message: Learning goals; Remove Subject Resources: 1. From Unit 4, Lesson 1; and applicable link charts (see <a0><a1></a1></a0> List of ingredients). CA ELD
Standards 4.I.B.6, 4.I.B.7, 4.I.B.8, 4.I.A.1, 4.I.A.3, 4.I.A.4, 4.I.C.12, 4.II.B.5, 4.II.B.6, 4.II.B.7As important points in this course,the basic design of this course supports ELL's by closely reading an excerpt of the declaration of independence, directing them with a special focus that determines the meaning of foreign and
expressions and expressions. text in his own words. The same Supports students in each of these goals, which are followed during close reading for each of the three sections of this text. You can find the combination of linguistic demands quoted by the ELLs Declaration of Independence and cognitive demand to
determine the opinion of an overwhelming character in this text. You may also find it difficult to engage in a text-based discussion with these combined linguistic and cognitive demands without much time to prepare. Before text-based discussion, consider providing additional time for students to verbally process their
thoughts with a partner. See support levels below and the Meet Student Needs column for additional recommendations. In The Runtime A of this course, ELLs can participate in an optional Language Dive that gives way to them with the meaning of excerpt from the Declaration of Independence, Part I. The focus of This



Language Dive is always on subjugated connector, as well as the opportunity for students to re-express complex language structures in their own words. Students then apply their understanding of the meaning and structure of this citation as they participate in a text-based discussion later in this course and read and
unseal excerpts from the Declaration of Independence throughout the unit. Preview the Language Dive Guide and consider how to invite conversation among students to address recommended language goals under each sentence strip (see supporting Materials). Choose from the questions and objectives provided to
best meet your students' needs. For additional information about a consistent Language Diving procedure, see the Tools pagee. Lighter support levels:During text-based discussion in Work Time B, encourage students to use Goal 1 and 2 Conversation Tips to expand and deepen conversations with other students, think
with others, and improve language development. (Example: Can you give an example?) For heavier support:Consider providing sentence initiators for students to support in text-based discussion during Study Time B. Wait for time for them to practice verbally with a partner before doing the same job as the group. For
example, I agree and want to add _____ An example that shows this view is ______. Multiple Representation Tools (MMR): This course provides a variety of visual links to mark students' thoughts. For people who may need additional support, consider creating additional or individual link charts for reference. Also, to help
with understanding graphic student responses during all class discussions. Some students may need additional scaffolding (e.g. the use of graphic editors, graphics, highlights, or different colors) in visual display. This asks them to categorize information into more visually manageable pieces and strengthen relationships
between multiple pieces of information. Multi-Action and Expression Tools (MMAE): During by offering students options to write utensils that support a range of writing, fine motor capabilities and writing needs. Alternatively, consider supporting students' expression skills by offering a partial dictate of student responses.
Different tools for structure and composition support students to be able to express knowledge without obstacles to communicate their thinking. Multi-Engagement Tool (MME): Provides support to students who may need additional guidance in peer interactions and collaboration. Continue to offer prompts or sentence
frames that support them to ask classmates for help or explanation. Supporting students who may need help sustaining effort and/or interest provides opportunities to re-achieve the goal. In doing so, students continue to focus on completing the activity. Key: Lesson-Specific Word (L); Text-Specific Word (T); Used in
Word Writing (W) again state, opinions, productive (L)facts, self-certain, rights, secure, governments, fair, consent, managed, destructive, alter, la disgust (T) Close Readers do these things anchor chart (Module 1 started) Academic Word Wall (Module 1 has begun; Added during opening)Divided Allegiances (Lesson 1;
one per student)Issue Subject Resources: 4 (Unit 1, Lesson 1;one to be displayed)Excerpt from the Declaration of Independence, Chapter I (one per student and one to be displayed) Trying to become an Effective Learners anchor chart (started in Module 1)Close Reading Guide: An excerpt from the Declaration of
Independence, Chapter I (for teacher reference)Closing Reading Note-catcher: An excerpt from the Declaration of Independence Chapter I (one and one catcher per student) Close Read-Note : An Excerpt from the Declaration of Independence, Part I (for teacher application)Language Dive Guide: Declaration of
Independence Excerpt, Part I (optional; for bogeys; for teacher application)Questions we can ask in the Language Diver's anchor graph (Unit 1)Language Diving Track Graphic: Excerpt of the Declaration of Independence, Part I (for ELL's; for teacher application) Language Sentence Dismantling Parts : Excerpt of the
Declaration of Independence, Citation of the Declaration of Independence Part I (optional; For ELLs; to view a)Language Diving Note-catcher: Declaration of Independence Citation, Part I (optional; for ells; one per student and one to view)Discussion Norms anchor graph (Module 1 started)Discussion Notes (one per
student) Sticky notes (one per student) Ethical People anchor chart (Module 1)T-chart (module 1)T-chart (one per discussion group) Section : Act I, Scene 3--Robert (for example, for teacher reference) each unit in the 3-5 Language Arts Curriculum has two standard-based assessments, a mid-unit assessment, and a
unit assessment. Copyright 2013-2020 © EL Education, New York, NY. In Congress, July 4th, 1776. Thirteen United States Unanimous Declarations, When Lesson events, a person must disperse political groups that bind them with something else, and between the forces of the earth, the separate and equal station
given to them by the Laws of Nature and the God of Nature, respect the views of humanity, declare the reasons that push them apart. These facts are clear, we see that all people are created equal, can receive some indispensable Rights by their Creators, among them the Search for Life, Freedom and Happiness. To
guarantee these rights, governments are established among men, obtaining their own fair powers with the consent of the governed. Whenever any Form of Government harms these purposes, the right of people to change or eliminate these ends, forming a new government, putting their foundations on these principles
and organizing their authority in this way seems likely to affect their Security and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments should not be replaced by long established light and temporary reasons; And accordingly the whole experience showed hath, that humanity is more painfully eliminated, while evils
can be suffered, than to correct themselves by removing the forms they are accustomed to. But a long train of abuse and extortion, always following the same Object evinces in a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, is their right, it is their duty to throw such Government, and provide new Guardians for future
security. These colonies have suffered from patients; And now it's a necessity that restricts them to change the old Systems of Government. The history of the current King of Great Britain is the history of repeated injuries and extortions, which are direct objects to the establishment of absolute tyrynamism over these
states. To prove it, let the truth be presented to a sincere world. This text is public property. Domain.
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